A WARM WELCOME TO THE
INAUGURAL BASIN NEWS

A wintry view along Teapot Row

An introduction from Chairman Ian Edgar, MBE
The body managing Bugsworth Basin had been known as The Inland Waterways
Protection Society from its formation 56 years ago in 1958, but in 2013 the time
came for change. The old IWPS had achieved almost total restoration of the Basin
from total dereliction to a fully navigable waterway linked to the 2000-mile
national system, and secured Ancient Monument status to protect it for the future.
We now needed a name more appropriate to our new role as Managers of a
Restored Bugsworth Canal Basin. As part of our ‘new direction’, we wanted to be
more ‘local’ whilst at the same time being custodians of an important
internationally recognised Industrial Revolution Monument. And so the Bugsworth
Basin Heritage Trust was born.
The same committee of the IWPS became Trustees for the new body. One of our
main aims was building new relationships with other village organisations and to
work more closely together for the benefit of Buxworth Village. We have attracted
new people to our cause. Mark Lomas is our new Promotions Officer who, working
with Armelle Hatch and so many others, has got off to a flying start with the
Buxworth Community Gala – please see flyer for details.
Don Baines, Editor of the old IWPS Magazine ‘174’ for an amazing 32 years, as
well as being our Webmaster, stepped down from these positions in March 2013 to
leave them to a younger generation. Don is still very much involved with the BBHT
on site as well as dealing with Health & Safety and Compliance Issues, Risk
Assessments, Method Statements etc. On top of that he continues to support me
as Chairman at the sometimes complex discussions related to the future of
Bugsworth Basin.
My thanks to Buxworth residents Kieran Smallbone and his partner Laura D’Cruz,
who between them have taken on the positions of Webmaster of the new BBHT
Website, and Editor of the new BBHT Newsletter (which will be produced three
times a year). National and International Members and Local Residents will be
kept informed of progress at Bugsworth Basin. A decision will be taken on ‘174’ in
due course. Don made this one of the most informed, readable and interesting
magazines within the canal world. It was also very time demanding to produce
and will need an Editor who has both the enthusiasm and time to put together an
interesting read.
Another new volunteer who has come on board and is most welcome is Steve
Wherry, a retired Civil Engineer. Steve is working with Paul Syms on planning and
professional matters.
To all those volunteers who have worked with The Inland Waterways Protection
Society Ltd over so many years, and to those so willing people who have stepped
forward to support Bugsworth Basin Heritage Trust, I send my sincere thanks. I
certainly feel we will go from strength to strength in the years ahead. The only
way now is forward.
Ian Edgar MBE
Chairman, Bugsworth Basin Heritage Trust
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Even more reason to visit Bugsworth Basin
this Easter weekend

	
  

Please see flyer for details
For up-to-date information please visit
www.buxworthcommunitygala.co.uk
www.facebook.com/buxworthcommunitygala

OTHER DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
GARDNER ENGINE RALLY, 8TH JUNE 2015
The boats powered by shiny and immaculate vintage
Gardner Diesel Engines are returning to Bugsworth for
their gathering. For engine enthusiasts this event is a
must to swap experiences and drool over classic
engineering.
Even if engines don’t interest you, visiting the boats on
a nice summer day at Bugsworth is a grand day out.
There will be other events on at the same time; further
details to follow.

MARPLE LOCKS FESTIVAL, 5th JULY 2015

Gardner Engine

This one-day event organised by the Marple Locks
Heritage Society is well worth a visit around a nice venue.
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MAJOR WALL REBUILD COMPLETE

The new wash wall

The 250 metres of collapsed wash wall in ‘The Wide’ was totally rebuilt ready for
the re-opening on Good Friday 2014, despite the coldest and wettest winter for
years. The ground and working conditions were absolutely horrendous. All credit
and thanks to the Canal & River Trust craftsmen who completed the task with
such good humour. They even said they enjoyed working at Bugsworth. The
project also included a fish rescue and some spot repairs to wharf walls which
were only apparent when the whole Basin was drained. These repairs were
undertaken by BBHT volunteers. (continued on next page)
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The rebuild was funded by a
Heritage Lottery Fund Grant which
also covered the archiving of all the
IWPS Records and training sessions
in lime mortaring, not only for IWPS
Volunteers but Canal & River Trust
Staff and Volunteers from Marple
who will be engaged in the Mellor
Mill Project there. All the IWPS
historical
records
are
being
catalogued and properly stored at
the Boat Museum Ellesmere Port,
where they will eventually be
Works underway
available for study. We had hoped
to use part of the funding for a temporary building to replace one of our present
containers to make a Visitor Centre and Information Facility. However, concerns
about the ground conditions at the only place we could put the building caused
this part of the grant to be abandoned.

BUT UPPER BASIN IN A SORRY STATE
Draining the whole of the Basin for
the Wash Wall Rebuild was the
opportunity to see how good (or
bad) the rest of the wharf walls
actually were. They had not been
seen since 1999. The Upper Basin
is in a parlous state with several
sections collapsed in to the water.
The top metre or so of wall will
have to be taken down almost right
round and then rebuilt but before
this can be done there is about 3’
of silt in the bed to remove. The
Upper Basin is still in use but is
Collapsing wall
rapidly deteriorating and further
sections
of
wharf
wall
will
inevitably fall in. Our initial estimates for the restoration of the Upper Basin is in
the region of £300,000. We volunteers have some further engineering plans,
methods etc. to undertake whilst looking for funding. The good side is that we will
not have to drain all the Basin to do the work – just the Upper Basin – and we
would plan to do it in the Summer when the rest of the Basin could still be used
by boats. Being realistic this work is unlikely to start before the Summer of 2017
but if anybody has £300,000 to donate then we might do it earlier!
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A REPLICA PEAK FOREST TRAMWAY WAGON
FOR BUGSWORTH BASIN

Wagon

Two of our Members, Vern Brown and Mark Tiddy, are going to build a replica PFT
Wagon. There is only one still extant, and that is at the National Railway Museum
at York. Vern has full construction drawings, and we have at least four original
wheels and many bits and pieces salvaged from dredgings. The timber used will
be planks sawn from redundant oak lock gate balance beams courtesy of the
Canal & River Trust. Once the replica is complete, it will be sited here at
Bugsworth Basin as a monument to Bugsworth's bygone history.
Vern would welcome volunteer help, especially those with blacksmith, riveting,
carpentry or metal fabrication experience. New parts will have to be made from
drawings or replicated from original, but possibly damaged parts.
If you are interested in creating this replica wagon to exhibit at Bugsworth Basin
then please contact Vern on 0114 286 4356 or by e-mail at
vernthegardner@talktalk.net
Alternatively, Vern and his wife Jan will be working on the wagon at the Buxworth
Community Gala on 4th & 5th April 2015, so please feel free to come down and see
the project in action.
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FROM THE ARCHIVES
With great thanks to Keith Holford for providing various extracts from the High
Peak Reporter relating to Bugsworth Basin. These will be featured in snippets over
several editions of the Basin News. This edition’s choice links in nicely with the
exciting news about the replica PFT Wagon – just don’t let it put you off
volunteering!

6 June 1928. Waggons on the canal wharf are being broken up.
Mr J. B. Bennett of New Road, Bugsworth was injured whilst being employed
in the breaking up of waggons in the Bugsworth Basin. A bolt holding parts of
the waggon together was being cut with an instrument, when the part bolt
flew off and hit Mr Bennett on the head. He was taken by milk float to Dr
Burns surgery at Chapel-en-le-Frith to have several stitches in the wound

	
  

The offending article?

Awaiting removal, September 1928

FURTHER INFORMATION
For more details about Bugsworth Basin, please visit:
www.bugsworthbasin.org
www.facebook.com/bugsworthbasinheritagetrust
For enquiries regarding Basin News, please email laura@bugsworthbasin.org
If you would prefer to receive your copy of Basin News by email rather
than by post, please let us know. Any suggestions or offerings for Basin
News gratefully received!
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Looking forward to springtime at Bugsworth Basin
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